International Meeting of Orthodox Youth 2016
“for we are members of one another” (Eph 4:25) Youth thinks Church

International conference
Orthodox Church in the Modern World

Prešov Slovakia 20 – 26 July 2016

Programme

- 100 hours of youth encounter, cultural events and all the time joy of friendship
- combines 4 days of conference, consultations and 3 days of excursions, experiences, exchanges

International Meeting of Orthodox Youth 2016 engages on the core of the mission of Syndesmos: Conciliarity and Unity from different perspectives. This year the event puts an emphasis on reflection of The Holy and Great Synod of the Orthodox Church, which is to be held in Crete in June 2016.

Youth thinks Church. Youth is seeking answers for spiritual life in the modern world and serves the Church with enthusiasm. Presenting various aspects currently important to the whole Church from the youth point of view is the aim of the International conference, with the Meeting subtheme Orthodox Church in the Modern World.

Sharing common faith and prayers from different liturgical background or traditions, experiencing the unity of the Church, learning experiences, discussions, making new friendships, building cooperation, networking and expressing joy of being together are the central points of the Meeting and the live example of unity: “for we are members of one another” (Eph 4:25).

Participants
Christian youth over 18 years from all countries, speaking English

Additional information
Further details and application form can be found on websites

Application process
Application form to be sent to: imoy2016@orthodox.sk

Co-organisers

Fellowship of Orthodox Youth in Slovakia
Orthodox Church in the Czech Lands and Slovakia
University of Prešov
Orthodox Theological Faculty
Orthodox Seminary

www.syndesmos.org www.imoy2016.orthodox.sk